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Abstract:- Now a day, getting touch with friends and relatives, people are usually online. Many are using
social site through facebook, whatsapp, gtalk, etc. However, they are need of assistance to get proper words
and sentences. Many times, they are also using online translator to get correct and quick translation of
English sentence into Hindi sentence and vice-versa. For simple sentences, online translators are perfect
as they are translated word-to-word translation. But when two-words verbs like draw_back – पीछे _हटना
/मुकर_जाना , has_read – पढ़_लिया are occurred in sentence, online translators are helpless. In this paper,
a simple method for identifying Multiwords Verbal Chunk of all kinds by means of python is presented for
an English-Hindi parallel corpus and said system yields mining English-Hindi MWVC with an average
precision is 90%-83% and a average recall is 93%-98%. The English-Hindi MVWC dictionary will be
improved Natural Language Processing like Parts of Speech Tagging, Information Retrieval,
Summarization, Word Alignment, Machine Translation etc.
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I. Introduction
In Natural Language Processing (NLP), one of
the most challenging jobs is the proper
treatment of multiword chunk (MWC). They
are lexical items [1] that are composed of a
word i.e. boy, dog, go, etc, a part of word i.e.
nonsense, topmost or a group of words i.e. ask
for, smart card, again and again, all of a
sudden. Ambiguities [2,3,11] in NLP are many
times mainly due to not catching multiword
chunk in a sentence during analysis i.e. parsing
and during generation. For example, in the
English sentence: The policemen made after
the thief very fast and in its Hindi translation:
पुलिसकलमियों ने बहुत तेजी से चोर के बाद ककया,
the multiword verbal chunk made_after is not
meant as के_बाद_ ककया but it is as के_पीछे _ दौड़े.
In sentences, multiword may be formed in
subject, object and verb. The identification of
Multiword Verbal Chunk (MWVC) is the
initial task in mapping parallel English-Hindi
sentences for extracting words and multiwords.
It is observed as simple problem
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but practically it is complex task. Hindi verbal
multiword chunk has been identified by light
verb construction. This construction [4] is also
called Complex Predicate (CPs) where part of
speech (POS) likes a noun, a verb, an adjective
are followed by a light verb, for example
HinMWVC: परे शान_ करना – EngV: bother.
Language industry is the sector of activity
dedicated
to
facilitating
multilingual
communication, both oral and written. These
industries are growing exponentially. It also
requires parallel English-Hindi multiwords to
trained many application of NLP like Part of
Speech Tagging, Information Retrieval,
Summarization, Word Alignment, Machine
Translation etc. Manually, identification and
mapping of MWVC are time consuming,
tedious, expensive, and error-prone and it also
requires intelligence and knowledgeable
person. Proper automated processing system
will be impact and reduced manual processing
costs, while also improved processing speed
and accuracy.
1
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The formation of the paper is as follows. Section1 describes related work of MWVC in parallel
English-Hindi corpus, section-2 discusses the
analysis of parallel MWVC, section-3 explains
the automatic identification and extraction system
and section-4 briefs the experiments and results.

II. Related Work
Bannard identified verb and noun construction
in English on the basic of syntactic fixedness
[5]. He examined whether the noun could had
a determiner or not, whether the noun could be
modified and whether the construction could
had a passive form, which features are
exploited in the identification of the
construction. Gurrutxaga and Alegria extracted
idioms and light verb constructions from
Basque text by employing statistical methods
[6]. Since Basque is a free word-order
language, they hypothesized that a wider
window would yield more significant cooccurrence statistics; however, their initial
experiments did not confirm this .
Tu and Roth classified verb+noun object pairs
as being light verb construction or not [7].
They operated with both contextual and
statistical features and conclude that on
ambiguous examples, local contextual features
perform better. Vincze et al. exploited shallow
morphological features in identifying English
light verb constructions [8] and domain
specificity of the problem was emphasized in
[9] .
Rasooli proposed a bootstrapping approach for
identification of compound verb and light verb
construction [10]. Their consist corpus
considered for MWE was annotated with POS
tags and some morpho-syntactic features.
Parallel corpus is highly importance in the
automatic identification of multiword chunk. It
is usually one-to-many correspondences that
are exploited when designing methods is for
detecting multiword expressions. On the other
hand, aligned parallel corpus can also enhance
the identification of multiword expressions in
different language. Caseli et al.
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(2010) developed an alignment-based method
for extracting multiword expressions from
parallel corpora. The first step was to align the
corpus on the sentence level, which was
followed by POS-tagging. After this, sentence
alignment units were word aligned. Candidates
for multiword expression were produced by the
word aligner and the POS-tagger as well, then
they were filtered according to some
empirically defined pattern or frequency data.
ZarrieB and Kuhn argued [12] that multiword
expression could be reliably detected to
parallel corpora by using dependency-parsed,
word- aligned sentences. For one-to-many
translation pairs, they applied a generate-andfilter strategy. First, aligned syntactic
configurations were generated, which were
then filtered and post-edited.
Sinha detected Hindi complex predicates [13]
(i.e. a combination of light verb and a noun ,a
verb, or an adjective) in a Hindi-English
parallel corpus by identifying a mismatch of
the Hindi light verb meaning in the aligned
English sentence. Although the method
required the generation of all possible light
verbs, it seemed to be applicable to languages
of the indo Aryan family.
Many-to-one correspondence was also
exploited in Attia et al. when identifying
Arabic
multiword
expressions
relying
asymmetries between entry titles of Wikipedia
[14]. After packet has been reached to the
destination, destination will wait for time δt
and collects all the packets. Tsvetkov and
Wintner
identified
Hebrew
multiword
expressions by searching for misalignments in
an English-Hebrew parallel corpus [15]. MWE
candidates were then ranked and filtered based
on monolingual frequency data.

III. Analysis of Multiword Verbal
Chunk
Light verb constructions may occur in various
forms due to their syntactic flexibility.
Besides, the prototypical noun+verb
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Combination in Hindi and the verb+noun
combination
in
English,
light
verb
constructions may be declared in different
syntactic structure, that is, PARTICIPLES
(e.g. give up) and may be also undergo
nominalization, yielding a NOMINAL
COMPOUND (e.g. service provider). Some
common verbal components are use in Hindi
and English language likes give/दे ना, go/जाना,
take/िे ना, be/होना, do/करना, keep/रखना,
make/बनाना etc. Using main verb in EnglishHindi, mapping of MWVCs are usually:- 2:1,
1:2, 2:2, 3:2, 2:3, 3:3, 4:3 in ratio of EnglishHindi words as described in table-1.
Table-1

In Hindi sentence, some constructions of main
verb are also followed by a noun, a verb, an
adjective, an adverb as explained in table-2.
Table-2
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English sentence are followed grammar rules
as SUBJECT + VERB+ OBJECT (SVO) and
Hindi sentence as SUBJECT + OBJECT+
VERB (SOV). For research work, initially,
English-Hindi parallel sentence are identified
from [17] and English and Hindi sentences are
saved in a separate file for preprocessing. Then
all sentences are cleaned from unwanted
characters like space, unrecognized characters
and segmented properly. Then also, in
sentences, short words are replaced with proper
multiword, like I’m - I am, I’ve – I have. Later,
Parts-of-Speech (POS) of English sentences
and Hindi sentences have been identified and
English-Hindi Sentences are tagged from
[18,19] and tagged English-Hindi sentences
are saved in a Tagged file separately. The
complete process is described in figure-1.

Figure-1
After getting tagged sentence English and
Hindi sentence, English and Hindi sentence are
read from file till end of file (EOF) and
Multiword Verbal Chunk (VMWC) are found
using Rule Based methodology in both English
and Hindi Tagged Sentence and Lastly EngMWVC and Hin-MWVC are saved in file
separately. The program is written in Python
Language. The complete process of
identification and extraction of MWVC in
English Hindi sentence are briefed in flow
chart as figure-2 and program coding for
Identifying and Extracting English

IV. MWVC Identification System
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MWVCs and Hindi MWVCs are shown in
figure-3 and figure-4 respectively.
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Figure-4
Figure-2

V. Experiment and Results
The MWVC mining methodology outlined has
been implemented and tested over EnglishHindi parallel Sets. A summary of the results
obtained are given in table-3. As can be seen
from table-3, the precision obtained is in
English as 82% - 100% and in Hindi as 77% 86% and the recall is in English and in Hindi
between as 94% - 100%. The F-measure of
English is 87% to 100% and Hindi is 85% to
92%. Without much of linguistic or statistical
approach, it is an amazing and to some extent
unforeseen result.

Figure-3
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